The work looked into the grain refinement process of Mg alloy during asymmetrical rolling with a focus on the role of twin. The present sample was deformed at ambient temperature by single operation with the height reduction of 50% at the roll speed ratio of 1:4 for the upper and lower rolls having the same dimension. From the electron backscatter diffraction analysis in the surface region where intense shear strain was imparted, a number of {1012} extension twins with a width of~1 µm were detected clearly in most of the deformed grains. Moreover, the average misorientation angle of the deformed grains in the top region was found to be~32 • , which was two times higher than that in the center area where the extension twin was detected rarely. As a result, the microstructure in the top region was refined significantly down to be~1.1 µm with an aid of twin activities that would be discussed in this study.
Introduction
Mg and its alloys have received great interest nowadays due to their light weight and high specific strength; hence, they are very attractive in applications such as automotive, railway, and aerospace industries [1, 2] . Microstructure with fine grains as well as high angle boundaries would be favored mechanically because high strength was originated from grain refinement while good formability was due to the role of grain boundary as a sink of lattice dislocations [3] [4] [5] . As such, the deformation-induced grain subdivision was suggested to be major mechanism, which would be achieved by severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods [6] [7] [8] [9] . In case of Mg-3%Al-1%Zn (AZ31) alloys, a range of grain sizes (1-5 µm) have been reported with respect to the processing temperature. Despite the fact that the twin offered not only grain segmentation but also facilitated an increase in misorientation angle between any two grains during deformation, less attention was paid to the twinning process that affected grain refinement in hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals where most slips took place rarely except basal slip at room temperature [10, 11] . This fact was mainly attributed to a difficulty in forming deformation twins, in particular, at grains with strong basal orientation in Mg alloys.
As one of the SPD methods, asymmetrical rolling (AR), in which the speeds of two working rolls varied, was known to be desirable for, more or less, overcoming the dimensional shortcoming of the sample consisting of fine grains. More interestingly, this method was allowed (i) to facilitate the formation of grains with various orientations and (ii) to trigger the formation of extension twins even in the inside of grain with strong basal orientation due to intense shear strain, which was in contrast to the conventional rolling [12] [13] [14] . Therefore, the present work investigates the grain refinement of AZ31 Mg alloy with an aid of twin activity that might be activated by 'single' AR with the height reduction of 50% at the roll speed ratio of 1:4 for the upper and lower rolls, respectively. It is likely that fine grains with high angle grain boundaries will be achieved by the existence of extension twins {1012} in the deformed grains. This phenomenon is discussed in relation to the microstructural characterizations utilizing electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).
Experimental Procedures
The material used in the study was an AZ31 Mg alloy sample with a chemical composition of 2.89 Al, 0.96 Zn, 0.31 Mn, 0.15 Fe, 0.12 Si, and balance Mg (in wt.%). The samples were machined into plate-type samples with dimensions of 70 × 30 × 4 mm. The present sample was heated to 673 K for 24 h to obtain a fully annealed microstructure with globular grains. AR was performed using two working rolls with the same diameter of 220 mm, which rotated at a roll speed ratio of 1:4 for the lower and upper rolls, respectively, under the condition that the velocity of the lower roll was fixed to~5 m/min. AR was stopped before the sheet was rolled completely, so that three different areas in the deformed sample were obtained as shown in Figure 1a ,b. The microstructure was observed in the field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) (Hitachi S-4800, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. The EBSD observations were conducted at a step size of 0.02 µm. The orientation information taken from EBSD (EDAX Inc., Mahwah, NJ, USA) was analyzed using the orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) analyzer (TexSem Lab., Provo, UT, USA). Figure 1 shows the schematic illustration of AZ31 Mg alloy deformed by AR where the process was paused on a sudden before the entire sample was deformed completely. Three different areas were the un-deformed, under-deformed, and as-deformed regions as shown in Figure 1a . The un-deformed and as-deformed areas implied the conditions before and after AR. The under-deformed area was a main focus for EBSD observation of interest. In normal, AR strain (ε) would be calculated according to the equation reported by the present authors [15] :
Results and Discussion

AR Deformation
where r and ϕ are the thickness reduction and characteristics shear angle by AR. The distribution of AR strain in the under-deformed area was calculated based on a finite element method as presented in Figure 1b [16] . The specific area for microstructural observation was selected by several reasons. First, the estimated amounts of strain in the center and bottom areas remained unchanged significantly. This implied that the contribution of shear strain to the total strain would be negligible except the top area. Second, a significant difference in equivalent strain was found between the center and top area due to the contribution of shear deformation by AR. Thus, the microstructure in the top area experienced relatively higher amount of strain than that in the others. Figure 2 displays the microstructure of the deformed sample in the center and top areas at the early stage of deformation where a number of deformation twins were nucleated [17, 18] . Figure 2a shows the inverse pole figure (IPF) image in the center area consisting of a coarse grain with strong basal orientation and some neighbouring grains with weak basal orientation. The yellow grain with strong basal was characterized with its direction of c-axis being nearly parallel to the normal direction (ND), whereas several grains with weak basal were determined with their c-axis being perpendicular to ND. In Mg alloys, the twin boundaries would be discriminated by means of grain boundary (GB) map. Figure 2b shows the GB map revealing the boundaries of the regular grains and twins that were Figure 2 displays the microstructure of the deformed sample in the center and top areas at the early stage of deformation where a number of deformation twins were nucleated [17, 18] . Figure 2a shows the inverse pole figure (IPF) image in the center area consisting of a coarse grain with strong basal orientation and some neighbouring grains with weak basal orientation. The yellow grain with strong basal was characterized with its direction of c-axis being nearly parallel to the normal direction (ND), whereas several grains with weak basal were determined with their c-axis being perpendicular to ND. In Mg alloys, the twin boundaries would be discriminated by means of grain boundary (GB) map. Figure 2b shows the GB map revealing the boundaries of the regular grains and twins that were represented as black and blue lines, respectively. It was shown from morphologies that the grains with strong basal contained no twin inside. This differed clearly from the neighbouring grains with weak basal orientation. These twin boundaries detected would be {1012} extension-typed of twin.
Deformation Twin
Thus, extension twin would be absent in grains with strong basal orientation. Irrespective of basal orientation, a number of extension twins were detected inside most of the deformed grains in the top region, which was affected by local shear deformation imparted during AR. The similar result was reported earlier when extension twin occurred in response to local anomalous stress states [19] . Extension twin {1012} corresponding to specific misorientation of~86 • was used to tailor mechanical properties since such twin would store the granular dislocation and work also as a dislocation barrier, affecting the hardening response in hcp metals during deformation [20] [21] [22] .
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Deformed Microstructure
The fraction of twin formed inside grain would depend on the initial orientation of the parent grain. In case of extension twin, if the parent grain was positioned with the c-axis perpendicular to the compression direction, the extension twin would appear with ease [23] . Thus, the fraction of the twin would be activated depending on the parent grain whose orientation varied based on the angle between c-axis and ND as shown in Figure 3a . In the top region, the extension twin formed with intensity higher than 20 in both strong and weak basal orientations. This was in contrast to the case in the center region where the twin was absent wholly in grains with an angle between c-axis and 
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Conclusions
The present study investigated the grain refinement of AZ31 Mg alloy during AR by taking an extension twin of {101 2} into account. After being deformed by a single AR with the height reduction of 50% at the roll speed ratio of 1:4 for the upper and lower rolls, the deformed grains found in the region close to the surface would exhibit extension twins corresponding to certain misorientation angles of ~86.3° in EBSD maps. At the late stage of deformation, the average misorientation angle of the deformed grains increased up to ~32° in the top region, which was two times higher than that in the center area. In addition, the local microstructure in the top region was refined down to ~1.1 µm in diameter by the initial activation of extension twins. 
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